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What do Muslims Celebrate?                 Worksheet 1A

Can you fill in the missing words? Choose one of 
the three options below for each question. 

Followers of Islam are ____________________.

Muslims Christians Buddhists

Who founded Islam ____________________.

Buddha Muhammad Jesus

Most Muslims do not draw ____________________.

Buddha Muhammad their parents

Allah means ____________________.

Muhammad friend God 

Muhammed left Mecca to ____________________.

go on holiday escape people visit some friends 

Muslims celebrate New Year by ____________________.

watching dragon 
dances

watching 
fireworks

praying
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What do Muslims Celebrate?                  Worksheet 1B

Can you fill in the missing words, then answer the 
questions? 

Make sure you use the word bank to help. 

People who follow Islam are ______________. They believe a 
man called ______________ started their religion. Muslims 
call Muhammad, ______________ Muhammad, Peace be 
upon him. Most Muslims do not draw ______________ or 

______________. Allah means ______________. Muhammad 
left ______________ to escape from people who were trying 
to hurt him. In Medina people started to follow Muhammad. 

This was the beginning of ______________. Muslims 
celebrate this by ______________. This day is the start of the 

Islamic New Year.  

God Prophet Muhammad

Allah Muslims Islam

Muhammad praying Mecca

Why do Muslims follow Muhammad’s name with ‘Peace be 
upon him’?  

What is often drawn around Muhammad?  
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What do Muslims Celebrate?                  Worksheet 1C

Can you fill in the missing words, then answer the 
questions? 

People who follow Islam are _____________. They believe a 
man called _____________ started their religion. Muslims call 

Muhammad, _____________ Muhammad, Peace be upon 
him. Most Muslims do not draw _____________ or 

_____________. Allah means _____________. Muhammad 
left ____________ to escape from people who were trying to 
hurt him. In Medina people started to follow ____________. 
This was the beginning of _____________. This day is the 

start of the ______________.  

Why do Muslims follow Muhammad’s name with ‘Peace be 
upon him’?  

How do most Muslims celebrate Islamic New Year? 

Why is Muhammad often drawn surrounded by flames?
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What do Muslims Celebrate?                 Story Cards A

The Prophet Muhammad 
and the Spider’s Web. 

A long time ago, Prophet 
Muhammad and Abu Bakr 
were travelling to Medina. 

Muhammad had been invited 
there because he was wise 

and followed Allah. 

Muhammad and Abu Bakr 
heard that some people from 
Mecca were following them 
and wanted to harm them. 

Muhammad and Abu Bakr 
became tired during their 
journey. They decided to 

shelter in the Cave of Thawr. 

While the men from Mecca 
travelled closer and closer to 
the cave, a little spider began 

to spin a web across the 
entrance to the cave. 

When the men arrived at the 
cave they saw the spider’s 
web blocking the entrance. 
They decided Muhammad 
and Abu Bakr were not in 
there and they carried on 

walking. 

Muhammad and Abu Bakr 
were safe! They left the cave 

and continued on their 
journey to Medina, where 

they were welcomed by the 
people. 
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What do Muslims Celebrate?                 Story Cards B

The Prophet Muhammad and 
the Spider’s Web. 

Muhammad had been invited to 
Medina because he was wise and  

followed Allah. 

Muhammad and Abu Bakr 
needed somewhere to hide from 

the people following them. 

As they hid in the cave the men 
from Mecca travelled closer and 

closer to them. 

When the men arrived at the 
cave they saw the spider’s web 

blocking the entrance. 

Muhammad and Abu Bakr were 
safe! They left the cave and 
continued on their journey to 

Medina. 

A long time ago, Prophet 
Muhammad and Abu Bakr were 

travelling to Medina. 

Muhammad and Abu Bakr heard 
that some people from Mecca 

were following them and wanted 
to harm them. 

They spotted a cave and decided 
to shelter in it. The cave was 

called the Cave of Thawr. 

Soon a little spider began to 
quickly spin a web across the 

entrance to the cave. 

Eventually they arrived in 
Medina and they were welcomed 

by the people. 

They decided Muhammad and 
Abu Bakr could not be in the 

cave and they carried on 
walking. 
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What do Muslims Celebrate?                 Worksheet 1A

Can you fill in the missing words? Choose one of 
the three options below for each question. 

Followers of Islam are ____________________.

Muslims Christians Buddhists

Who founded Islam ____________________.

Buddha Muhammad Jesus

Most Muslims do not draw ____________________.

Buddha Muhammad their parents

Allah means ____________________.

Muhammad friend God 

Muhammed left Mecca to ____________________.

go on holiday escape people visit some friends 

Muslims celebrate New Year by ____________________.

watching dragon 
dances

watching 
fireworks

praying

ANSWERS

Muslims

Muhammad

Muhammad

God

escape people 

praying
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What do Muslims Celebrate?                  Worksheet 1B

Can you fill in the missing words, then answer the 
questions? 

Make sure you use the word bank to help. 

People who follow Islam are ______________. They believe a 
man called ______________ started their religion. Muslims 
call Muhammad, ______________ Muhammad, Peace be 
upon him. Most Muslims do not draw ______________ or 

______________. Allah means ______________. Muhammad 
left ______________ to escape from people who were trying 
to hurt him. In Medina people started to follow Muhammad. 

This was the beginning of ______________. Muslims 
celebrate this by ______________. This day is the start of the 

Islamic New Year.  

God Prophet Muhammad

Allah Muslims Islam

Muhammad praying Mecca

Why do Muslims follow Muhammad’s name with ‘Peace be 
upon him’?  

What is often drawn around Muhammad?  

ANSWERS

Muslim
Muhammad

Prophet

Muhammad
GodAllah

Mecca

Islam
praying

As a sign of respect. 

A sacred flame.
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What do Muslims Celebrate?                  Worksheet 1C

Can you fill in the missing words, then answer the 
questions? 

People who follow Islam are _____________. They believe a 
man called _____________ started their religion. Muslims call 

Muhammad, _____________ Muhammad, Peace be upon 
him. Most Muslims do not draw _____________ or 

_____________. Allah means _____________. Muhammad 
left ____________ to escape from people who were trying to 
hurt him. In Medina people started to follow ____________. 
This was the beginning of _____________. This day is the 

start of the ______________.  

Why do Muslims follow Muhammad’s name with ‘Peace be 
upon him’?  

How do most Muslims celebrate Islamic New Year? 

Why is Muhammad often drawn surrounded by flames?

ANSWERS

Muslim

Muhammad
Prophet

Muhammad
GodAllah

Mecca

Islam

Islamic New Year

As a sign of respect. 

By getting together to pray and think about Muhammad’s 
journey to Medina. 

Muhammad

A sacred flame.


